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LAST weekend’s Turkish Grand Prix illustrated one of the greatest
challenges in motorsport: what should a team do when they
have two drivers challenging for race wins and the world
championship.

Prior to this weekend Red Bull had enjoyed superiority over all
its rivals and had showed itself to be considerably faster on
various types of tracks. In Turkey though McLaren showed they
are developing their car as well as anyone and challenged
throughout the weekend.

During the race the cars of both teams pulled away from the
field and lapped comfortably quicker than the opposition until
the incident that became the main talking point of the race with
the leading Red Bull’s clashing as they battled for the lead.

Who was to blame for the clash between the Red
Bulls?

Sebastian Vettel was in second at the time and had been
lapping faster than Mark Webber and tried to make his move for
the lead down the back straight into a tight hairpin. Vettel used
all the track, with Webber giving his teammate a car’s width, but
still Vettel tried to push across the road and create more space
for himself. He closed on Webber who would not budge from his
line. The Australian was racing hard but fair as Vettel still had
enough room to attempt to make the move.

It was at this point that they clashed, Vettel coming off worse
and retiring. Webber eventually finished in third but as the
Australian took to the podium and the after race press
conferences it was clear who he felt was to blame.

Vettel has clearly been under pressure and sought to show his
team that he was still their best hope for the title but by causing
this accident it will be interesting to see what way the team
starts developing the car from this point forward. Webber has
gained the upper hand in the last number of races but this
incident could lead to momentum shifting further from Vettel’s
side of the garage.

McLaren though were not faultless as far as the spectrum of
allowing their drivers to race throughout a Grand Prix. As the
race drew to a close and light rain began to fall Jenson Button
closed dramatically on his teammate Lewis Hamilton and passed
him. Ironically this move occurred at the same corner where Red
Bull’s hopes for winning were dashed.

The move by Button was a clean overtaking manoeuvre but
into the first turn Hamilton retook the lead. On a greasy race
track it is very easy to snatch a brake and slide wide; as it was
the McLarens did contact slightly with one another but managed
to get away without damage. It would have been very easy for
both McLaren drivers’ races to end at that point and for the team
not to take advantage of the mistakes made by Red Bull.

Teams need to look at the larger picture and ensure
wins

Team principals need to make the decision as to when to
allow drivers to race and when to make sure they hold station
and bring home points. By allowing its drivers to race hard
throughout Red Bull cost itself the chance of maximum points. It
will be interesting to see if the team allow such a situation to
occur again in future.

Team orders are officially banned in Formula 1 after incidents
in the past saw drivers hand victories to their teammates. At
present, teams need to be creative in how to inform their drivers
of how they are expected to race. McLaren showed how this
charade has to occur by radioing orders for their drivers to slow
down and hold station by saying they were short on fuel. This
though only occurred after their drivers’near miss.
Winning a world title is exceptionally difficult but it is even more
challenging when you create avoidable issues for yourself.
Obviously for fans it is exciting to see incidents like the Red Bull
clash but the team needs to recognise that the most important
thing is to win the title. In the past teams have allowed their
drivers to race until after the pit stops and then the drivers hold
station until the flag. This may not be as exciting as a hard
fought race but for a team the only thing that matters should be
winning races and winning the title.
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MOTORSPORT Crowne Plaza North East Stages Rally Launch

By Stephen English

THURSDAY last saw the launch
of the Crowne Plaza North East
Stages Rally which will take
place on July 4.

The event will be run by the
North East Motorsport Club and
is their first multi stage rally,
featuring a total seven stages
that are sure to captivate
spectators and drivers with
Tallanstown, Clogherhead and
Cooley the focal points of the
112km route. The event will be
included in both the Midland’s
East Rally Championship and the
Honda Cup Ireland
Championship.

The organisers are hoping to
capitalise on the momentum they
gained with staging the start of
April’s Circuit of Ireland Rally,
which saw Market Square in
Dundalk filled with rally fans.

“The North East Stages will be
run by the same team of people
that make the start of the Circuit
such a success”, said Rally
Ireland’s Paul Goodman . With
the large fan base for rallying in
the region the expectation is that

this event can become a stable
fixture in their diaries.

The rally’s clerk of the course,
Shane Briscoe, also praised the
efforts of volunteers in
organising this rally.

“This is the first time that the
club has run a multi-stage rally
since its affiliation in 1996 and
great credit must go to the hard
working members of the club
who have overseen this rally
grow from its infancy as a single
stage rally in 2000 to this year’s
multi stage rally that we hope
will become a real competitors
favourite over the coming years”.

The organisers also stressed
that spectators listen and adhere
to the advice of marshals as
safety is paramount at event
such as this with the general
consensus that the rally with
thrive in future as long as safety
for both competitors and
spectators continues to be of
utmost importance.

This event is the centre piece
of the North East Motorsport
Club’s year. The club serves the
areas of Louth, Meath and
Monaghan and continues to
grow, with over 200 members at

present. This year’s rally should
help immensely in continuing
such a trend. The upcoming
event will be the tenth running of
the rally and the growth of the
club has also allowed the rally to
grow for this season.

The rally will start at 9am on
Sunday July 4 from the Dundalk
Ice Dome from which
competitors will travel to their
first stage of the rally with the
Ice Dome continuing as the
service area for the duration of
the rally. Details of the full stages
used for the rally will be
available in the event
programme which will be
available in local retailers prior

to the event, details of which can
be found on the organisers
website www.nemc.ie.

There is an air of expectancy
within the club that the rally will
be a great success for fans with
Briscoe echoing this sentiment
for the entire region.

“The positive feedback from
residence along the route during
the planning phase has been
very encouraging, which shows
the great enthusiasm for
motorsport in the north east
region and with the economic
benefits that the rally brings
through increased trade I am
sure the event will be a huge
success.”

North East Stages
will see rally action
return to the region

The Crowne Plaza North East Stages Rally was lunched last Thursday
night at the Crowne Plaza in Dundalk.

GREYHOUND RACING Dundalk Stadium

Sprint Cup pointers on classy Monday night card
By Joe Carroll

There were some pointers to
the upcoming Irish Sprint Cup
on Monday night’s 11-race
card at Dundalk Stadium.
Among the runners was the
holder of the title, Inny Blue.

Gone To Carrhue enhanced
his already impressive record
with a sparkling win, while
John Linehan is probably
planning to make the long
journey from Mallow again
following the success of
Droopys Zorro.

Cavies Tucks must have
pleased Derry’s Brendan
Duffy, and in registering a
double, Rathangan trainer,
Robert Gleeson,would have
been happy with the manner
in which his English Derby
runner, Kilmalady Torres,
slammed S1 opposition.

And it’s to be expected
that the Jones brothers,
Laurence and Brian, will
mount a strong challenge for
the Classic, with 21.47 winner,
Honest Keeper, on their
team.

Carrickmacross-based
Laurence guided the
syndicate-owned
Wayovertheodds to the 2007
final, won by Johnny Gatillo,

while he teamed up with his
brother a year later for Black
Arizona’s challenge. In the
decider won by
Allmightyjack.

Away from the sprints,
Hondos Blackbabe caused a
surprise in the final of the
Monday Night 600, Damien
Maginn was an other trainer
to complete a double, and
the Drogheda-based Monleek
Legend ran a superb 525,
recording the fastest time of
the season to date, 28.59.

A member of the
homebred Top Honcho-
Quadrigo litter, Honest
Keeper chalked up his fastest
time, winning over the 400 in
21.47.

The Jones runner went
from three, and it wasn’t long
before he passed lively
breaker, Karma Steviegee.
Clear when trouble at the
bend put the favourite,
Coolavanny Rambo, out of it,
Honest Keeper ran on well to
win by three-and-a-half
lengths from Karma.

Fourth behind Tyrur
McGuigan in the opening
round of the William Hill
English Derby at the
beginning of last month,
Kilmalady Torres looked to

have an easy task in this
400, and that was reflected
in his starting-price, 2/5.

He won as an odds-on shot
should, taking over from
Natasha State at the bend,
before running a fine home
straight, getting to the line
just over four lengths clear of
Full Essence in 21.41.The
Drooys Maldini dog was the
first leg of a double for
Robert Gleeson.

A winner at Youghal
before being transferred to
Brendan Duffy’s kennels,
Cavies Tucks made a pleasing
Dowdallshill debut, leading
all the way.

Droopys Zorro, made it
look easy in his race, winning
by just over four lengths
from Saving April in 21.34.

Having his first race at the
track, the son of one-time
Irish Sprint contender,
Montos Mark, got away fast
from five, and was always in
front after that. Saving April
held on to second, two
lengths ahead of Nobody
Wanted Me.

The hugely talented Gone
To Carrhue had Inny Blue to
contend with, but in a race
decided at the traps, he took
a flier, while, unusual for him,

Inny Blue was left flat-footed
from his favoured trap 6.

Chasing a ninth win on his
eleventh outing, Gone To
Carrhue skipped round the
bend, and was being cheered
home by his backers long
before the line. He got home
with two lengths to spare
over Longrock Sheelin in
21.46, with the odds-on Inny
Blue just failing to take third
after making up a lot of
ground.

Inny Blue’s trainer, Ginger
McGee, was present at the
track, having a couple of
nights earlier seen his Oran
Classic run a blinder to finish

a close-up third to Bandicoot
Topaki in the final of the
English Derby.

A winner at Dowdallshill
last year, Oran Classic, the
oldest in the field, came with
a late run, but it was
Bandicoot Topaki who had
the stronger finish, the
Charlie Lister-trained dog
making it by a half-length
from Lyreen Mover.

The favourite, the Dolores
Ruth-trained Toomaline Jack,
looked to have an
outstanding chance in the
back straight, but faded to
finish fifth, albeit less than a
length off the winner.

A BENEFIT night in aid of The Irish Heart Foundation and The Irish
CancerSocietywilltakeplaceatDundalkStadiumonSaturdayJune12.
Picturedatthelaunchforthefunthemednightwere L-R:AmandaBell,
Patricia Gorman, Davis Buckley (Gardaí), Paddy Sheehy (Army),
Mairead McMeel (IHF), Martin Kellett, Martin Crosby and Jean Clerkin
(Dundalk Stadium).


